
Image Analysis
Assignment 3 Kickstart



What is image analysis?

● Operations performed on images to extract meaningful information

● Examples of functions for image analysis include:
○ Thresholding: Separating background and foreground of an image by comparing pixel 

intensities.

○ Brightness: Represents how much light a source is emitting; changing brightness allows some 

objects to be temporarily highlighted

○ Morphological Operations: Transformations to images based on shape where the kernel has a 

very strong impact on the final image

○ etc…



Introduction to filters

● Filtering is a mathematical process that modifies pixel values in order to 

achieve some image transformation.

● Several motivating factors: noise removal, edge detection, overall image 

cleanliness, etc.

● We’ll explore several filters: 3 in this kickstart and 4 in the assignment.



Types of filters (Kickstart)

1. Identity
○ Returns original image

○ No processing is done on the original image



Types of filters (Kickstart)

2. Median

○ Most frequently used to remove noise from an image

○ Considers each pixel in turn and replaces it with the 

median of its “neighborhood” (user-defined size)

○ Advantages over mean filter (you’ll implement in Assn3):

■ More robust average than mean so less susceptible 

to noise/outliers

■ Median value must be one of the elements in the 

neighborhood so doesn’t create unrealistic pixel 

values

■ Better at preserving sharp edges



Types of filters (Kickstart)

3. Gaussian

○ Low-pass filter used for reducing high-frequency 

components and blurring regions of the image

○ Degree of smoothing is determined by the chosen 

standard deviation (which is a parameter of your code!)

○ Outputs a weighted average of the pixel’s neighborhood 

with a larger weight given to the center pixel

○ May not preserve image brightness



Types of filters (Assign3)

1. Mean
○ Intuitive way of smoothing images (reducing intensity variations between adjacent pixels)
○ Replace each pixel value with the average of the pixels in the neighborhood

2. Threshold
○ Simple method of segmenting images and can be used to create binary images
○ Choice of threshold is very important

3. High pass
○ Used to make an image appear sharper by accentuating edges/borders
○ Enhance contrast between adjacent areas with little variation in brightness/darkness
○ Kernel typically has one positive value at center with remainder of values negative

4. Gaussian high pass
○ Similar to the high-pass filter idea, but find the difference between the original image and 

Gaussian low-pass filter



Local Demo

This sample image is an integral 
subunit of SAGA histone 
acetyltransferase complex.

We’ll run this locally - similar to what 
you’ll do on assignment 3.

https://thecellvision.org/gene/3225/

